Advice Interactive Wins Internet Advertising Competition Award for Web Design of All Boxed Up

Advice Interactive Group earns recognition and respect with their expert, personalized approach to internet marketing.

McKinney, TEXAS—Boxes aren’t necessarily the most exciting things in the world, but they do come in handy. Several companies make boxes, so standing out as a box manufacturer can be a challenge, but it was one Advice Interactive Group dove into head first when they worked on the web design for All Boxed Up.

All Boxed Up makes boxes designed creatively by a small group in Flower Mound, Texas, in order to add something special to an occasion without compromising the quality of the box. Advice Interactive Group put their own creative spin on the web design of this box company, and won an Internet Advertising Competition Award from the Web Marketing Association.

The All Boxed Up website, designed by Advice Interactive, boldly shows the creative flair of the company that makes it stand out against its competitors by going beyond traditional square brown boxes and offering custom shapes and designs that can’t be found elsewhere. With the website design, customers are able to participate in customizing their experience with the company from the highest possible level of satisfaction.

When Advice Interactive Group isn’t helping their clients succeed, their hard work is evident through their community involvement.

Founders Tom and Bernadette Coleman manage TryMunity, a website that brings people together on a single website who have experienced a traumatic life event, such as a brain injury or serious disease such as cancer, and share coping and treatment strategies.

They also work with several organizations committed to education and support for children and adults with special needs.
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